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Quote:

JrMcDeath wrote:
Damnit... now I am going to HAVE to go see this. 
 (Like I would miss it).  But yeah, I never read ANY of the comics that involved any of these
characters.

Iron Man: Abusive Alcoholic.  Boring

Captain America: I just never got him

The Hulk:  I watched him on TV... why would I read his comics?

Thor: He is a god... he shouldn't have ANY weaknesses... yet he did.  Boring

Black Widow and Hawkeye: Practice... Practice...Practice and you too can be as good as these
characters.

I just thought that they all were stupid characters.  With that said, I have yet to be disappointed by
any of the individual movies leading up to this (I even enjoyed Ed Norton's Hulk Movie.  I didn't think
it was Oscar worthy, but it was a WHOLE lot better than that piece of dripple that preceded it)  So, I
am pumped to go see it.

I liked the Xmen and Silver Surfer.  Those dudes were bad ass... but funny enough, I did not enjoy
their movies like I did the individual Avenger movies.

I have to say that I liked Scarlett's hair in the Ironman movies better.  Her hair, in the previews, looks
more like a wig than it did in Ironman.

Jeez... for not seeing this movie, I sure wrote wayyy too much. 

Damn JR I agreed with everything you just said LOL, but I did delve into Hulk comics though thought
it was cool the way the Army always seemed after him but he'd get into other stuff. The TV show was
more about the tortured Dr., but to me the Hulk was 9 ft. tall not average man size and left nothing
but destruction in his wake.
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